
SLUSH MACHINE INSTRUCTIONS 

Yield Information:  Each side of the machine holds 3 Gallons 

WARNINGS:  

ONLY SUGAR SODA IS ALLOWED IN THE MACHINES (DIET WILL BREAK THE 
MACHINE)  

KEEP IN COOL AREA:  Machine will not work well in temps over 75*.  If operating outside, 
make sure to place machine in a shaded area and allow 3 to 4 hours to freeze. 

DO NOT ADD ICE TO THIS MACHINE 

Ingredients: 3 gallons of bottled soda (off brand cola or punch works well) (If you want to 
make iced coffee you must call us for clearance and instructions). 

Instructions: 

1) Electricity: Unit must be directly plugged into outlet without any other major 
appliances, you may not use your own extension cord.  If you need an extension 
cord you must use one provided by us. 

2) Check Hopper Seals:  Before filling hoppers, pour 1 gallon of water in each 
hopper and turn augur on for 2 minutes to make sure that seals in back have not 
been jarred loose.  If water leaks from the rear, drain remaining water and gently 
push front of hopper down and inward until button at lower left front of hopper 
engages.  Repeat procedure.  If you cannot obtain tight seal, carefully remove 
hopper and coat the seal. 

3) Starting Machine: If using both hoppers start the machine by pushing the left and 
right side augur ON/OFF switches until AUGER ON appears.  Next, turn on the 
left and right side control switches (OFF, ICE OR CHILL) until ICE appears in 
capital letters. (If ice is in lower case, the unit is not freezing) 

4) Adding more Product:  You can continue to add more soda as you serve even 
though it will make it more liquid, once the mixing blades become exposed, it 
takes another 30 to 40 minutes to freeze up again 

5) When Finished using the Machine: Turn off the machine.  Empty the hoppers. 
Add one gallon of warm water to each hopper and drain.  Do this twice.  This 
helps rinse out the machine.  Do not do any other cleaning. 


